SUPERVISOR CORE
MODULE 5:
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT OF
STAFF
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One of the primary responsibilities of
a child welfare supervisor is to
develop, motivate, and maintain highly
committed and skilled caseworkers.
In this module, participants will work
together to increase their knowledge
and skills related to the development
of staff, and identify ways to
incorporate a “coaching mindset”into
their everyday practice.
Participants will be given information
to help them understand the diverse
learning needs they may encounter,
and strategies to guide and support
staff as they continuously develop to
meet the ever changing needs
of the job.

Notes
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Learning is a
journey,
not a
destination

1. Why is this training important to me?

2. When it comes to developing staff, my staff would say my greatest strength is...

3. When it comes to developing staff, my staff would say my greatest area needing
development is...

4. Who do I trust to provide honest feedback as I continue
to develop?

Work to Get the
Most Out of
Your Training
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Supervisor Core Module 5
Competencies
515-01-001 Knows factors that affect an employee’s interest in, readiness, and motivation to learn
515-01-003 Understands the primary characteristics of adult learners at different stages of development and
how these affect the success of various learning strategies
515-01-004 Understands how lack of preparation for a learning activity and feedback during it can impede
the learning process
515-01-005 Understands how routine job activities can be used as “learning moments” for staff
515-02-001 Knows qualities of a positive learning environment and the necessary conditions to achieve it
515-02-002 Knows factors that promote the successful transfer of newly acquired skills from training to the
job, and those that prevent it from occurring
515-02-003 Knows the importance of ongoing supervisory and administrative support to create and sustain a
constructive learning environment in the unit
515-02-004 Understands the responsibilities of the learner, supervisor, administrators, trainers, and peers in
promoting transfer of learning and skill development
515-02-005 Knows strategies to assess the work environment to identify barriers to learning, and strategies
to eliminate these barriers
515-03-001 Understands the purpose and functions of educational supervision and its importance in
promoting organizational effectiveness
515-03-002 Understands how the nature and quality of the supervisor/supervisee relationship affects
educational supervision
515-03-003 Knows a variety of teaching, coaching, and feedback strategies that supervisors can use to
promote learning and support transfer
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Supervisor Core Module 5
Competencies
515-03-004 Knows how to choose supervisory strategies best suited to the learning goals and the
employee’s level of development
515-03-005 Knows how to recognize and respond to potential learning opportunities in daily activities and
supervisory conferences (teachable moments)
544-01-001 Knows the importance of ongoing educational supervision to sustain professional growth and
development
544-01-002 Knows the purpose, preferred uses, benefits, and limitations of educational supervision
strategies including constructive feedback, coaching, on-the-job training, and skill building
544-01-003 Knows the importance of creating a supportive learning environment that values and supports
mastery of new knowledge and skills, and that promotes transfer of learning from formal training to the job.
544-01-004 Knows concepts and principles of adult learning theory and how these apply to on-the-job
training, coaching, and transfer of learning
544-01-005 Knows the importance of engaging staff in assessing their own learning needs and choosing
learning activities to address them
544-01-006 Knows typical stages in the acquisition and mastery of knowledge and skills and the most
appropriate supervisory and educational strategies for each stage of development
544-01-007 Understands key differences in individual learning styles and preferences, how these may affect
the learner-coach relationship, and how learning activities can be modified to accommodate differences in
learning styles
544-01-008 Understands how organizational factors can undermine both learning and job performance and
how to differentiate learning needs from non-training barriers to performance
544-01-010 Knows a variety of on-the-job training strategies and how to select appropriate strategies based
on the needs, skill level, and learning style of individual staff
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Kadushin's
Three
Functions of
Supervision

Administrative

Supportive

Educational
Develops competence
Addresses performance and behavioral issues
Fosters productive working relationships
Creates opportunity for conveying appreciation
Fosters self-coaching behaviors
Improves engagement and morale

Kadushin's
Model of Child
Welfare
Supervision

OCWTP's
Supervisor
Station
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"If you're not developing
your people,
you're wasting your most
valuable resource."
-Cook & Poole, 2011

The Coaching Mindset
Asking more questions and giving less direction
Creating a climate of trust and openness

Learning is a partnership

Focusing on ongoing skill development in
addition to day-to-day oversight

Respecting diversity

Offering feedback with the intention of
strengthening skills

Facilitating a culture of
learning

Seeking feedback from staff

Ensuring ongoing
development

Unlocking potential

Holding staff acountable
Modeling a strengths-based approach
Encouraging creativity and risk taking
Creating a safe work environment

YOU ARE
A COACH!

The supervisor as a coach is a mindset
and approach to supervision

Essentially, everything you do is to
improve and maintain a standard
level of performance from your staff.
Learning is a
partnership

Respecting
diversity

Unlocking
potential

Below, provide an example of
how you will demonstrate
each element within the next
week.
Facilitating a
culture of
learning

Ensuring ongoing
development
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Portrait of the
Modern
Learner

Staff learn best when
they are highly motivated
to learn
Adult learning is problem-centered. Meaning, the
level of motivation to learn something is directly
tied to its ability to solve a current need. This
need may be to solve a current challenge, a need
to feel like a competence child welfare
professional, or some other intrinsic motivator.

Staff learn best when they can
devote their energy to
learning
When learning is interrupted it takes extra energy
to fully re-engage. Also, energy needed to defend
against rejection, anxiety, shame, or fear of
failure is energy deflected from learning.

Staff learn best when
learning is successful and
rewarding
People are motivated by intrinsic needs or
desires. Generally, people learn because they
want or need information to do their jobs or
improve personally. Feeling competent in your
job is rewarding.
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The Seven
Principles of
Learning

Staff Learn Best When They
Have a Positive Relationship
With Their Supervisor
A positive relationship can lead to a willingness to
try new things and growth. It is unlikely someone
will take the risk of growing or listen to feedback
unless they first have a relationship of mutual
trust with their supervisor.

Staff Learn Best When They
Are Actively Involved in the
Learning Process
Just giving information is not the educational process – it
is just a step. The learner must be active in the learning
process by taking new information and integrating it into
their current knowledge or practice. The supervisor’s job
is to present ideas and monitor the way in which the
learner relates to these ideas and provide additional
information and feedback during the learning process.

Staff learn best when
information is
meaningfully presented
Adults need to know why they should learn
something. They often ask, and need to be told,
what the “added value for me” is before they will
buy into the concepts or ideas being presented.
They need to see how the informational ties into
real world issues.

Staff learn best when
their uniqueness is
considered
It is easier for a learner to make connections
with new information and integrate it into their
current understanding when it is presented in a
way that considers their individual learning
preferences, is built upon their past
experiences, and is anchored in already
understood concepts.

Rethinking
Generational
Gaps in the
Workplace
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The Levels of
Learning

skill
mastery

application

knowledge and
understanding

Levels of
Learning
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awareness

Notes
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Notes

Topic 313: Time and Stress Management
Skill Set 313-01: Ability to organize one’s workload and effectively manage time
and priorities
Competency

313-01-001: Knows the fundamental principles of time management and the personal and
work-related consequences if time is not well managed
313-01-002: Knows common time wasters and how to recognize them in one’s own and other
peoples’ work style
313-01-003: Knows how to assess individual work activities to determine their relative
importance and urgency and use this information to set priorities
313-01-004: Knows strategies to manage multiple and competing priorities

313-01-005: Knows strategies to communicate to others the negative effect of their
behaviors on one’s own work effectiveness
313-01-006: Can develop and execute a work plan that maximizes effectiveness of the time
available to complete an activity
313-01-007: Can act to address and eliminate time wasting behaviors
11

Example
Name

Caseworker Joe

Current Level of
Learning

Knowledge/
Understanding

Reason for
"Current" Rating

If time
management skills
were further
developed, what
behavior would
you see?

Joe seems to know many
different ways to manage his
time better, but fails to apply
those. Unless I'm reminding
him every day to turn
something in or to do
something, it never seems to
get done on time.
1 - He would complete
activity logs within two days
following face to face
contact.
2. - Joe would prioritize his
work at the beginning of
each week to ensure
mandated items are
completed on time.

On-the-Job Experiences

Learning Activities
to Achieve Desired
Behavior(s)
(two on-the-job
experiences and two
opportunities learning
from others)

1 - Joe will try one time
management strategy of his
choosing. Implement it for 2
weeks and then we'll discuss
how well it worked.
2. - Create a checklist or tool
to assist with prioritizing his
tasks for the week.

Learning from Others
1 - Joe will meet with Christy
to learn how she uses her
Outlook calendar to manager
her time. Receive some
coaching on Outlook tools.
2. - I will help Joe complete a
Time Study for two weeks and
give him feedback on how he's
using his time.
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The Developmental Stages
Supervisors must understand the developmental process caseworkers undergo
as they “learn to be professional staff and develop professional identities”
(Brittain & Potter, 2009; Garfat, 2001; Kadushin & Harkness, 2002)

Beginning
Typically, on
the job less
than two
years.

Middle
Typically, on
the job two
to four
years.

Personal
Mastery
Typically, on
the job five
or more
years.
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Requires higher levels of instruction, structure,
and support
Is comfortable with a hierarchical supervisorstaff relationship
Imitates the supervisor or other mentor(s)
Asks many questions
Is highly motivated to acquire new skills
Does not have a concrete sense of
professional identity; instead, it changes over
time
May exhibit awkward performance
May lack confidence
May exhibit dependent, anxious, or insecure
behaviors
May be risk-adverse, due to insecurity
May be over-involved with clients
Expresses increased confidence with job tasks
Makes intuitive decisions based on
knowledge and experience
Needs less structured learning experiences
Learns through identification and
internalization
May revert to earlier dependent behaviors
when stressed
May become somewhat disillusioned and/or
more accepting that not all clients can be
helped

Displays fully developed interpersonal
boundaries
Employs flexibility in conducting their work
Possesses strong theoretical knowledge and
analytical skills
Exhibits a fully integrated understanding of
their work and can take appropriate action
Accepts, more readily, client participation in
problem solving
Accepts of the complexity, ambiguity, and
multi-causality of human behavior

Ensure staff performance is compatible
with agency standards. Although this is
necessary for all staff, beginners often
require additional direction because
agency policy, practice, and rules are
new to them. Supervisors should also
build a supportive relationship with
each caseworker, as staff must trust
the supervisor in order to be open
about their learning needs. Supervisory
conferences should be more frequent
and may include teaching staff to
consider, organize, and prioritize work.

Approach with staff should become
more relaxed than with staff in the
beginning stage. Supervisors should
have increased trust and respect for
staff. Supervisors should use
discussion and appropriate selfdisclosure about their own professional
experiences when providing
supervision.

Act more as a professional peer,
providing consultative guidance rather
than formal direction. These staff often
rely on the supervisor only for
interpretation of organizational rules
and policy, and can implement them
with minimal direction.
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70:20:10
Learning
Model
Photo credit: Com.au

The Ohio Child Welfare Training Program (OCWTP): A comprehensive, competency-based
training system serving Ohio's child welfare staff, caregivers, and adoptive parents
The Universe of Competencies: A comprehensive listing of all the knowledge and skills required for staff
and caregivers to do their jobs
Competency: A statement of knowledge or skill, which is needed for staff and caregivers to effectively carry out
their jobs
Individual Training Needs Assessment (ITNA): The process used to identify each staff's or caregiver’s training
needs
Individualized Development Plan (IDP): A tool to help the supervisor and staff determine how best to address the
highest priority training needs identified through the ITNA process

ITNA/IDP
Distance
Learning
Module

Working with
Your OWN IDP
15

Working with
Your Direct
Report's IDP

OCWTP

E-Track

Notes

What are two ways I can maximize the ITNA/IDP process?

What would my practice look like if I were doing these two things?

How can I reduce barriers to my success? (If x happens, I will do y)

Identify a small goal.
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LEARNING
TOL ACTIVITIES BEFORE

BEFORE -

Supervisory support is critical
to transfer of learning.
LEARNING
TOL ACTIVITIES DURING

Driving forces
enhance or increase
the likelihood of
transfer occurring

Restraining forces
inhibit or decrease
the likelihood
transfer will occur

TOL ACTIVITIES I WANT TO IMPLEMENT

LEARNING
TOL ACTIVITIES AFTER

POTENTIAL BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTING THESE
STRATEGIES

STRENGTHS/RESOURCES I HAVE TO OVERCOME THESE
BARRIERS
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Amping Up
TOL Driving
and
Restraining
Forces

Notes
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If a lack of confidence exists, try:
Acknowledging your staffs feelings, and reassuring them that their feelings
are normal in these types of situations

Supervising
to Enhance
Confidence

Using strengths-based supervisory techniques
Challenging their perceptions by reminding them of a similar experience
where they performed the skill
Processing what is holding them back from performing the skill
Offering concrete ways to help them begin implementing the skill
Demonstrating, giving feedback, and offering rewards when they perform the
task better

If a lack of motivation exists, try:
Asking “what,” “when,” and “how” questions, and “why” questions with
caution
Reconnecting staff with the mission of child welfare practice and the agency
Allowing time for staff to work on projects that are important to them
Turning the staff person into a teacher
Identifying their intrinsic motivators, and using them to motivate the staff
person

Supervising
to Increase
Motivation

Asking the staff person to develop a plan to improve their performance
If possible, identify and alleviate “pain points” that may be causing
disengagement and slow progress

If a lack of competence exists, try:
Explaining: In a clear and logical order, explain how the skill is done. You
need to be able to explain skills that the staff performs without ever thinking
about all the steps necessary to complete the task.

Supervising
to Build
Competence

Demonstrating: When supervising, the staff needs to be able to observe you
or another coach demonstrate the skill. If the staff appears confused at this
point, ask observation questions such as, “You appear confused about what I
just showed you. Is that right?” Explaining and demonstrating can be
combined whenever necessary.
Practicing: Facilitate immediate and repeated opportunities for the learner to
practice the skill just demonstrated.
Providing Feedback: Provide feedback to highlight progress as well as to
give suggestions for improvement.
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Repeating: The steps need to be repeated as necessary until the staff is able
to demonstrate mastery of the skill.

Notes
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Coaching Skills Self-Assessment
Being Present
Focused attention, without distraction
Calm, centered, breathing, no rush
Soft hold on agenda/flexibility

Active Listening
Suspending judgement
Open, giving space, not thinking about response or rebuttal
Listening behind the words, watching non-verbals, listening for nuance

Reflecting and Clarifying
Using their words to reflect your understanding
Staying true to their content...checking your own leaps
Summarizing to keep the conversation focused and to highlight
movement

Asking Questions
Asking real questions (ones that you don't know the answer to) that
move the person into reflection, discovery
Asking more questions than giving direction or answers
Using questions to keep the conversation focused

Providing Feedback
Giving strength-based feedback, with a balance of affirmation and
developmental feedback
Avoiding judging language, focusing on the behavior and its impact
Seeking feedback on how you can be more effective in your role

Creating Accountability

Setting clear action items together that the caseworker commits to
finish
Following up to ensure action items occur
Addressing breakdowns

Review the coaching skills and rate the skill by placing an "S" for an area of strength or
"ATD" (area to develop) for an area that you would like to further develop.
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Activity adapted from the Atlantic Coast Child Welfare
Implementation Center (2013) Coaching in child welfare

SUPERVISORY SKILLS
used to provide good
educational supervision
and coaching to staff
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Top 10
Question
Asking
Mistakes

101
Empowering
Questions
23
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The GROW Model
What is your goal regarding...?

Help your staff articulate a SMART goal,
including what success would look like.

G

oal

It's rare to uncover the most meaningful
/ impactful goal in the first telling. It is
your job to delve more deeply to clarify
the goal further.

What would you like to accomplish?
What will success look or feel like?
When will you know you have succeeded?

What is the goal?

Reality
What is the
current reality?

How important is this to you?

Help staff articulate the current situation.

Where are you now with this topic?

You need to understand the general
dynamics, how your staff interpret the
situation, and the impact on him/her.

What steps have you already taken towards
meeting your goal?

Provide objectivity and invite you staff to
see the situation from different angles.

What resources do you need to achieve your
goal?

Help staff brainstorm a list of ALL
potential actions to move toward goal.

Options
What are all the
options?

Go for quantity rather than quality of
ideas; quality evaluation occurs later.
Offer your ideas after your staff exhausts
his/hers.

Determine specific actions your staff
“owns” and follows to achieve their goal.

W

ay

forward

What will you do
25 to move forward?

What obstacles are currently in the way of
your success?

This stage is about forward momentum
and converting the discussion to a
decision.
Allow staff to decide how they want to be
accountable.

If your biggest obstacle wasn't there (or had
endless resources), what would you do?
What would your peer(s) want or do in this
situation?
What can you do right now to further develop
skills that would be useful in reaching your
goal?

What will you do? When will you start?
On a scale of 1-10, how committed are you to
doing this?
What obstacles could arise?
How will you and I know it’s been achieved or
completed?

This content was adapted from rework.withgoogle.com and Re:Work. Google’s new manager program

How can I provide support?

Putting it all Together - My Plan Forward

G

oal

What is your goal?

Make sure it is a
SMART goal!

Reality
What is your
current reality?

Options
What are all my
options?

W

ay

forward

What will I do to
move forward?
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Coaching and
the GROW Model

The GROW
Model in Action

New Staff
Development

Blank Coaching
Plan Template The GROW Model

When a newly hired caseworker starts working in your unit, what steps
do you take to make him or her feel welcomed and supported?
Caseworker
Orientation and
Readiness
Checklist
What stressors do caseworkers experience when they start a new position in
your unit? What are you doing to support new staff in coping with these
stressors?

What could be done to improve the orientation process of your agency/unit?
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Recognizing and
Motivating Top
Performers
Checklist

Supporting new caseworkers as
they attend Caseworker Core is
essential to their success.
Use your coaching skills and
transfer of learning strategies
to help them take pieces of
information learned in training
and integrate it into their
everyday practice.
Caseworker Core Module 1:
Family-Centered Approach to Child
Protective Services

Caseworker Core Module 2:
Engaging Families in FamilyCentered Child Protective Services
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Caseworker Core Module 3:
Legal Aspects of Family-Centered
Child Protective Services

Caseworker Core Module 4:
Assessment and Safety Planning in FamilyCentered Child Protective Services

Caseworker Core Module 5:
Gathering Facts in Family-Centered Child
Protective Services
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Caseworker Core Module 6:
Service Planning and Delivery in FamilyCentered Child Protective Services

Caseworker Core
Module's 2, 4, 5,
and 6 TOL
Activities

Caseworker Core Module 7:
Child Development: Implications for
Family-Centered Child Protective Services

Caseworker Core Module 8: Separation,
Placement, and Reunification in FamilyCentered Child Protective Services

Descriptions of
Caseworker Core
Modules 1-8
30

Additional
Resources

Supervisor Core
Module 5
PowerPoint

Wisdom is not a product of
schooling but of the lifelong attempt to acquire it.
- Albert Einstein

Characteristics
of an Effective
Coach

Safety
Assessment
Supervisor
Quality
Checklist

Safety Planning
Supervisor
Quality
Checklist

Strengths and
Needs
Assessment
Supervisor
Quality Checklist

Recommended
Reading List

Child Welfare
Coaching
Toolkit

NCWII
Workforce
Development
Toolkit

MindTools

OCWTP
Caseworker
Core and SACWIS
Webpage

Transitioning to
Supervision
Distance
Learning Course
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QR Code
Links
Work to Get the Most Out of Your Training (page 2) http://qrs.ly/sa5msqa
Kadushin’s Model of Child Welfare Supervision (page 5) http://qrs.ly/1w5mcp7
OCWTP’s Supervisor Station (page 5) http://qrs.ly/ds5mmih
Portrait of the Modern Learner (page 7) http://qrs.ly/of5mcqk
Rethinking Generational Gaps in the Workplace (page 8) http://qrs.ly/4k5mcqm
Levels of Learning (page 9) http://qrs.ly/9f5mmnf
ITNA/IDP Distance Learning Module (page 15) http://qrs.ly/hs5mcre
Working with Your Direct Report’s IDP (page 15) http://qrs.ly/zz5mcrk
Working with Your Own IDP (page 15) http://qrs.ly/u45mcrl
OCWTP (page 15) http://qrs.ly/fk5mroj
E-Track (page 15) http://qrs.ly/hf5mcrn
Amping Up TOL – Driving and Restraining Forces (page 17) http://qrs.ly/915mss2
Top 10 Question Asking Mistakes (page 23) http://qrs.ly/4m5mspr
101 Empowering Questions (page 23) http://qrs.ly/255mso7
Coaching and the GROW Model (page 27) http://qrs.ly/5h5q091
The GROW Model in Action (page 27) http://qrs.ly/oi5q09i
Blank Coaching Plan Template - The GROW Model (page 27) http://qrs.ly/if5q0as
Caseworker Orientation and Readiness Checklist (page 27) http://qrs.ly/k95mrwj
Recognizing and Motivating Top Performers (page 27) http://qrs.ly/465mrx6
Descriptions of Caseworker Core Modules 1-8 (page 30) http://qrs.ly/un5mry5
Caseworker Core Module’s 2,4,5, and 6 TOL Activities (page 30) http://qrs.ly/dr5msqu
Supervisor Core Module 5 PowerPoint (page 31) http://qrs.ly/pi5q0gf
Recommended Reading List (page 31) http://qrs.ly/az5msu9
Characteristics of an Effective Coach (page 31) http://qrs.ly/gg5msoi
Safety Assessment Supervisor Quality Checklist (page 31) http://qrs.ly/og5msuk
Safety Planning Supervisor Quality Checklist (page 31) http://qrs.ly/915msul
Strengths and Needs Assessment Supervisor Quality Checklist (page 31) http://qrs.ly/255msui
Child Welfare Coaching Toolkit (page 31) http://qrs.ly/gi5msup
NCWII Workforce Development Toolkit (page 31) http://qrs.ly/ab5msuz
MindTools (page 31) http://qrs.ly/iu5msux
OCWTP Caseworker Core and SACWIS Webpage (page 31) http://qrs.ly/3u5msvc
Transitioning to Supervision Distance Learning (page 31) http://qrs.ly/ux5mt1q
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Describe how you will promote transfer of learning before, during, and
after one of your staffs’ learning experiences.

Name and describe the roles of each member of the learning
partnership.

Describe how you will promote each one of the seven principles of
learning in the development of your staff.

List the seven principles of learning.

Why is the professional development of staff important?

Topic: Learning and Development

Training Transfer Indicators

Plan for Further Development

How to use Training Transfer Indicator’s (TTI’s): Following Supervisor Core Module 5, use the TTI’s during supervision with your direct supervisor as a
way to discuss what you learned and to assess your understanding of the knowledge and skills taught in this module. The TTI’s will help you further
develop your skills in these fundamental areas.

There is a set of fundamental supervision and management knowledge and skills needed in order to be an effective supervisor. Whether on the job for
two months or several years, these concepts should be regularly reviewed by a supervisor and their manager in order to achieve a high level of
supervision.

Training Transfer Indicators
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Additional Comments:

Describe how the IDP is used as a tool to promote the professional
development of your staff.

Describe the relationship between the ITNA and the Individual
Development Plan (IDP).

Describe how you will use the Individual Training Needs Assessment
(ITNA) with your staff.

Topic: Individual Development Planning

Describe how you will use the supervisory coaching skills (being present,
active listening, reflecting and clarifying, asking questions, providing
feedback, and creating accountability) in supervision with staff.

Articulate the steps of the GROW Model.

Provide an example of how you will integrate the elements of the
coaching mindset into your practice.

Name and describe the elements of the coaching mindset.

Topic: Supervisor as a Coach

